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Excerpts from Sri Kaleshwar Teaching Transcripts
about Power Spots
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1. Sri Kaleshwar Teaching from the Holy Womb Transcript
!

(Pages 19-20)
Swami: I have a question to make sure everybody understands. I have a question, what does it
mean by power spot? Clint?
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Clint (Nityaananda): It’s a place that utilizes the earth element that’s connected to our soul. And
it’s a link between our soul and the guru, the master’s soul. And it’s the place where our austerity
power is stored like a bank account. It’s a place that link is related to our blocks, how to stay
washed. It’s related to our personal mantra. It’s related to decharging negativity. It’s related to the
ability of the Guru’s sankalpam to act on our soul. It’s absolutely necessary for protection in the
world from the illusions, the maya. If we’re doing healings, it’s a place where we access the
austerity energy that is actually doing the healing. It’s completely necessary in spirituality as we
are being taught.
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Swami: Why is it necessary? Try to understand why I’m asking these questions. Why is it
necessary to have a power spot?
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Clint (Nityaananda): Well, it implements the most powerful of the five elements, the earth
element. That’s the most stable element we can link to. Without that link we don’t have the
connection to the guru sankalpam or to decharge our energy.
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Swami: What do you mean by sankalpam?
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Clint (Nityaananda): Well, the guru understands what blessings each soul can receive and needs
to receive. The guru understands the dharma. So the blessings the guru gives us is focused in the
way of sankalpam. You put your sankalpam on a soul you know what the soul is going to do,
should do, can do. And so you bless that with energy. But that energy is focused through your
Brahma Consciousness and your awareness in a way, in a specific form in the Creation. That’s
through sankalpam.
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Swami: Why do you need to visit five times to your power spot?(Note: Visiting Penukonda
ashram every Guru Purnima for five years is a requirement for having a Personal Power Spot in
Penukond,a) Monika? What is the inner mechanism you have to come every Guru Purnima Full
Moon to touch the spot? What is important?
Monika: Well, I don't know the exact answer to that. I think there might be something about our
physical body, our five elements have to touch the five elements that are there. And once we
develop our channels then the soul can travel there. But for the first five years while developing
our channels our physical body needs to come and touch that.
Swami: Is it true, Clint?
Clint (Nityaananda): You said we need to come with our body until we can soul travel. So
actually I think our body is bringing our soul; a link to our soul through the five elements to that
place. It's really about the soul. We come, we deposit, we decharge, we put all our austerity
power for the whole year there and we reconnect and charge our personal mantra. You said the
power spot is automatically like interest, whatever energy there is going up every six months 10
times going higher.
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(Page 26)
Swami: The most, most, most, most important thing is for you keep doing your personal process,
then the responsibility to take care of all your thing is the master’s. That’s his job to take care of
you. You’re doing your process. But there are only certain things I can do. If you’re really
starving, you’re really thirsty, I’m not the person to give water to you. But if you’re really thirsty
on the soul level I’m the only person to give it to you. If you have complete 100% faith on your
process, then automatically you’ll receive all the protection from your power spot, from your
power object, and once you made your soul object, done. If you know your personal mantra is
strong, you did it, you can pull the things in front of you.
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2. Excerpt from a dialogue between Sri Kaleshwar and Monika during a 90-Day JC
Program public talk in Penukonda, India. (September 4, 2010)
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Monika: Swami, how do we use the 2nd JC Channel to create a power spot with our power
objects?
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Swami: Ahhhh. Ah ha. What do you mean? Give me an example.
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Monika: We charged the channel. Now we're going to our home countries and need to know,
how do we create a power spot in our home countries?
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Swami: No, you cannot create it in your home countries. Only you can create the power spot
only in Penukonda. This is your gurusthan. This is? Your gurustan. No. Your country, I traveled
Switzerland, Germany, Singapore, Singapore, Denmark, Amsterdam, America, Japan, all
countries. No. There is no depth country vibration. No. I love all the countries and all the
citizenships, but power spot, if there's anywhere existing 365 temples, yes you can create it there.
The Fort, it's not a joke. Around the Penukonda it's a huge fort. Only Penukonda. You can make a
second Shirdi in Germany? You can? You cannot. Shirdi is Shirdi. Tirupati is Tirupati. Lord
Venkateswara is Lord Venkateswara. Leave it. That's their power spots. You need to access that
power spot. You be a small flower to there. And me too.
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